
Victrix Pugio Small Bore 22LR 16'' Bolt Action Rifle
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3996-Victrix-Pugio-Small-Bore-22LR-16-Bolt-Action-Rifle

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

MSRP

VI023G
Victrix Pugio SB 22lr 16''

gray 
CB090 B .22 LR  11  M18x1  40.6  89.8  5510  

4790.00 € incl.
tax

VI023M
Victrix Pugio SB 22lr 16''

brown 
CB090 B .22 LR  11  M18x1  40.6  89.8  5510  

4790.00 € incl.
tax

VI023V
Victrix Pugio SB 22lr 16''

green 
CB090 B .22 LR  11  M18x1  40.6  89.8  5510  

4790.00 € incl.
tax

Victrix Armaments launches a range of short-barreled rifles (Small Bore).
Intended for sports shooting and military shooting, the Victrix Small Bore line in .22 LR. ensures low noise,
no recoil, zero reload time, low operating costs, maximum precision and extreme pleasure, in true Victrix
Armaments style.

 

AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL
Victrix Pugio Small Bore follows the same construction standards,
materials and coatings of its “big brother” in order to guarantee
the high levels of quality that distinguish all Victrix rifles.

 

THE BEST TRAINER
With Victrix Pugio Small Bore you can simulate the difficulties of larger calibers at shorter distances and
lower ammo cost. It is also ideal for a professional shooter who needs constant training on the shooting line.

 

FINALLY PROOF THAT SIZE DOES NOT ALWAYS MATTER
The most widespread beliefs do not always correspond to reality.
Here's why it's important to broaden your horizons: it's time to take precision shooting to a new level.

Barrel length: 16''
Weight: 5.51 kg
Total length: 652 mm (stock folded) / 898 mm (stock unfolded)

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site

 

https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3996-Victrix-Pugio-Small-Bore-22LR-16-Bolt-Action-Rifle


Rifled barrel in special hammer-forged steel by Lothar Walther
Muzzle thread M18x1mm
Stock with multiple horizontal and vertical lever adjustments, retractable monopod with quick position
adjustment and fine adjustment, and insulated cheekpiece
Single-feed, single-stack 10-round magazine
Reversible EVO button folding system
Elliptical octagonal fork with M-LOK® system, integrated one-piece 20 MoA top rail and integrated
one-piece rail for mounting a bipod per STANAG 4694/Mil std 1913
Ergonomic, interchangeable zero-angle grip for standard AR platform
20 MoA action rail according to STANAG 4694/Mil std 1913
Mouth wire guard
Detachable multi-function carrying handle with quick assembly:
- with QM (Quick mount) attachment for picatinny rail
- ergonomic handle
- integrated picatinny rail
- hook for attaching a rope
- QD (Quick detach) attachments
- tripod mount with 1/4" - 20 UNC and 3/8" - 16 UNC threads
- magnetic bit holder at the front for maintenance in the field
Action in AISI 630 worked from a billet
Cylinder head with two asymmetrical rear lugs arranged at an angle of 60 degrees, with a quick release
system and a double extractor
PVD finish on the action and slide
Victrix Sporting Plus Single-stage adjustable trigger with two-position safety: standard setting
approximately 250 gr.
Carrying case
User manual and welcome kit
Scopes and bipod not included

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


